The formation of structured hydrogen bond networks in the solvation shells immediate to hydrophobic solutes is crucial for a large number of water mediated processes. A long lasting debate in this context regards the mutual influence of the hydrophobic solute into the bulk water and the role of the hydrogen bond network of the bulk in supporting the solvation structure around a hydrophobic molecule. In this context we present a molecular dynamics study of the solvation of various hydrophobic molecules where the effect of different regions around the solvent can be analyzed by employing an adaptive resolution method, which can systematically separate local and nonlocal factors in the structure of water around a hydrophobic molecule. A number of hydrophobic solutes of different sizes and two different model potential interactions between the water and the solute are investigated.
I. INTRODUCTION
Liquid water is capable of forming highly complex hydrogen bond networks which directly affect the way in which biological molecules move and function. 1, 2 In this context understanding the solvation of hydrophobic molecules is a key to understand crucial processes occurring in (bio-)molecular systems. [3] [4] [5] In general, the molecular structure of liquid water around a solute molecule results from a competition between the disruption of the local tetrahedral order of bulk water and the formation of a two dimensional surfacelike order at the solute interface. For very small hydrophobic solutes, such as methane, water molecules can encapsulate the guest molecule. 6 For increasingly larger solutes, the structure of water close to the solute eventually approaches the limiting case of an infinite hydrophobic surface. [7] [8] [9] An important question related to the structure of water around a hydrophobic solute concerns the locality of the hydrogen bond network, that is, whether or not the solvation structure is determined by the surrounding bulk. In order to address this computationally a tool is needed that can slowly switch on and off the hydrogen bonds in a well defined region around the solute, so that their relevance on the rest of the network can be determined in an unequivocal way. The switching process must occur without affecting the thermodynamic equilibrium of the whole system and, if the switching off occurs only in the bulk, thermodynamic equilibrium must be assured between the regions of different resolution. Such a tool is provided by the adaptive resolution scheme (AdResS), 10 that allows to interface regions with different molecular representations (e.g., atomistic and coarse-grained) while maintaining free exchange of particles and equilibrium between a) Electronic mail: cecilia@rice.edu. b) Electronic mail: dellsite@mpip-mainz.mpg.de. the regimes, that is, the two different regions maintain equal temperature, pressure, and density. 11 For the problem treated here AdResS is used to interface an atomistic model of water which explicitly forms hydrogen bonds with a coarse-grained (CG) spherical representation of water, which does not have any directional interactions. This allows to systematically determine the role of hydrogen bonds of the bulk onto the structure of water around hydrophobic solutes of different sizes. In particular we investigate the role of two common water-solute interactions, a Lennard-Jones (LJ) as well as a short ranged purely repulsive potential. For both interaction types the structure of the water layer close to the solute has to accommodate the geometrical constraints induced by the solvated molecule. To systematically test the locality of hydrophobic hydration, the 60n 2 series of icosahedral fullerenes (C 60 to C 2160 ) were studied by AdResS simulations with varying thickness of the layer of atomistic molecular representation. Figure 1 illustrates the computational setup (see below for details). If adaptive resolution simulations with a minimal all-atom region can reproduce the results of fully all-atom simulations, then the effect of solute on the water structure is deemed local: it is not significantly supported/influenced by the bulk hydrogen bond network, as the bulk is modeled by CG water, unable to form directional hydrogen bonds. 12, 13 In this case the role of the CG bulk water for the surface layer is minimal, that is, it is enough to ensure that the CG water acts as a thermodynamic bath with the same temperature, pressure, and density as the all-atom model. If the structural properties are perfectly local, there is no need for the CG bulk to provide any structural information. Regarding the specific character of the water-solute interaction, the explicit form of the potential has been long debated in the literature. [14] [15] [16] Some suggest the use of a Lennard-Jones type potential for the C-O nonbonded interaction 17 others a purely repulsive interaction. 
II. SIMULATION SETUP
The application of AdResS to solvation processes requires the definition of an atomistic region around the solute, immersed in a "thermodynamic bath" of CG bulk water. In AdResS two molecules α and β interact with a total force F αβ , evaluated via a space dependent interpolation of the atomistic force F atom αβ
αβ , where w(R) is a switching function; w(R) is zero in the CG region, one in the spherical atomistic region (see Fig. 1 ), and continuous and monotonic in a transition region in between. The all-atom sphere is located at the center of the simulation volume, to which also the center of mass of the solute is constrained, ensuring that the solute is always expressed in full all-atom detail and surrounded by a layer of all-atom water. 20 A 1 nm transition region of hybrid molecules smoothly couples the layer of all-atom water around the solute with a bulk CG water region. As is evident from Fig. 1 , the spherical AdResS setup creates an all-atom region of nonuniform thickness around the larger fullerenes. The distribution of the distances of the C atoms from the solute center of mass is spread over an interval r , with r ranging from less than 0.05 nm for C 60 to about 0.5 nm for C 2160 . 21, 22 Nevertheless one can calculate a radial distribution function for the water molecules measured from the surface of the solute and define a first and second solvation shell (see Table I ), even though this is somewhat smeared out for the larger solutes. The AdResS setup for the thinnest all-atom layer studied is illustrated in the inset of Fig. 2 for the largest solute. The green circle marks the average distance of the C atoms from the center of C 2160 . The red circle marks the boundary of the all-atom region, which in this case also coincides with the minimum between the first and second peak of the solute-center water g(r ). The purple circle marks the border of the transition regime to the fully CG region. For both potentials we study two cases, namely an atomistic region up to the first and second minimum in the solute water using a modified version of the GROMACS package. 23, 24 Stochastic dynamics with a friction constant of = 5 ps −1 and a time step of 2.0 fs was used, and the electrostatics were modeled by a reaction-field method. The volume of the system was obtained from all-atom NPT simulations with P ref = 1 atm using the Berendsen barostat. A cutoff of 0.9 nm was used for the nonbonded interactions. After warmup and equilibration of 1 ns, several trajectories of at least 2 ns were collected for each AdResS setup. To ensure that the results are not influenced by the choice of water model, simulations were tested for rigid and flexible versions of the TIP3P and SPC/E point charge models. 25, 26 A single-site isotropic coarse-grained potential was obtained for each water model to match the corresponding O-O g(r ) using inverse Monte Carlo iterations with the VOTCA package. 27 The CG interaction potentials are centered on the O atom and are comparable in shape to other single-site water models. [28] [29] [30] This means that the CG model satisfies only a minimal structural requirement of a two body form; the local average tetrahedral structure is not reproduced. 28 A previously described optimized potentials for liquid simulations model for buckminsterfullerene was adapted for the 60n 2 fullerenes. 19 The functional form of the nonbonded potentials (for C-O) was U = 4 [(σ/r ) 12 − a(σ/r ) 6 ] with a = 1 for Lennard-Jones and a = 0 for purely repulsive interactions; the corresponding parameters were determined by LorentzBerthelot mixing rules. It is important to note that the typical energy of a hydrogen bond (on average 20.41 kJ/mol for SPC/E), is roughly 50 times larger than the optimal C-O Lennard-Jones interaction. 31 To quantify the change in water structure around a solute, the average number of water molecules S(d) and the average tetrahedral order parameter q(d) are measured as a function of d from the closest C atom of the solute for a bin size of 0.01 nm. For one single water molecule i, the order parameter q i is defined as q i = 1 − where ψ i jk is the angle formed by the oxygen atoms of two neighbor water molecules j and k with the oxygen atom of molecule i, and the sum runs over the four nearest neighbor molecules of molecule i. 32 The function q(d) is the average q i over all water molecules at a given distance d from the solute surface. For perfectly tetrahedral systems q = 1, while for disordered systems q = 0 on average. Figures 2 and 3 show the relative ability of each adaptive resolution simulation to reproduce the local density and structure of water around the solute. Comparison of the right and left panels of Fig. 2 immediately reveals that while limiting the size of the all-atom region to the first hydration shell is sufficient to reproduce the density of water around the LJ solutes (left panel), the situation is very different for the purely repulsive solutes, where the radial distribution of the water is greatly disturbed by the coarse-graining of the bulk (right panel). We notice an improvement in the results for much larger all-atom regions (not shown), however, all-atom region sizes comparable to the first and second hydration shells are insufficient to accurately reproduce the results obtained in fully all-atom simulation. Thus for purely repulsive hydrophobes, structural changes in the bulk directly affect the local water density in the first hydration shell.
III. RESULTS
This difference between LJ and purely repulsive solutes is also immediately evident from the distribution of the tetrahedral order parameter q(d) around the solutes, shown in Fig. 3 . The repulsive solutes (right panel) exhibit almost negligible tetrahedral order close to the solute surface. In particular, right next to the repulsive solute surface the packing appears to be increasingly more random with q→0 for increasing solute size. Surprisingly, this appears rather independent of the thickness of the all-atom layer, indicating the locality of the tetrahedral order, while the water density in the first ( N 2 − N 2 ) / N , for each solute in the first layer as defined for Fig. 2 and all-atom region size (d1 for red, d2 for light blue).
Interaction
Simulation layers exhibits the characteristics of a property which needs the support of the bulk. On the contrary, the LJ solutes (left panel) present a smaller, albeit significant, decrease in the parameter q (from the bulk value of q 0.6 to q 0.3-0.4) closer to the solute surface. These results suggest that LJ solutes induce a locally ordered yet very flexible hydrogen bond network, completely consistent with recent vibrational sum frequency spectroscopy results for water. 33 In addition, the height of the first peak of the radial distribution function (with respect to the surface) g(r ) (not shown) for the LJ solutes does not decrease for increasing solute size, consistently with available literature. 34 On the contrary, for the repulsive solutes a complete "nonwetting" is observed, as the g(r ) function for two largest repulsive solutes has essentially no first peak. 35 The difference in nonwetting behavior observed with the two interaction types is fully consistent with previous studies for attractive and repulsive hydrophobic sheets. 9, 36 These results show how adaptive simulations are capable of shedding some light on interface problems. Adaptive simulations that approximate the bulk with a CG model cannot match the local density of water around a repulsive solute, while they do for a LJ solute. In contrast, the tetrahedral order in both cases seems to be only weakly affected. As a consequence, contrary to the radial distribution function, the tetrahedral order parameter does not allow for a clear distinction between local and nonlocal effects for the hydrophobic solute-water interactions as defined in this work. Although these static quantities are among the most relevant for the structure at the hydrophobic interface, they are not sufficient to determine whether AdResS has adequately captured the essential physics of the solvation process. A complementary dynamic quantity which can support the validity of our conclusions is the particle number fluctuation in the first hydration shell, 9, 14, 34 see Table II . For each LJ solute the adaptive resolution simulations match the all-atom simulation, demonstrating that free exchange of particles occurs between the allatom and CG regions. A small discrepancy can be observed for the repulsive solutes, reflecting the lack of locality. In summary, the level of locality in the hydrogen bond network at hydrophobic interfaces is primarily controlled by the nature of the interaction between the hydrophobic solute and water. For purely repulsive solutes, perturbations in the bulk (such as the CG approximation) affect the density but not the tetrahedral order of water at the solute interface. For a weak LJ solute, bulk perturbations tested here do not affect the first water layers. The size of the solute does not appear to affect the locality of the solvation significantly, at least for the range of solutes considered here.
